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JOB DESCRIPTION 

JOB TITLE BUSINESS PROCESS MANAGER 
Date of Last 

Modification 
November 12, 2017 

Department Administrative Services 

Reports to Director of Administrative Services 

Supervises N/A 

Salary Range M  $62,282 - $87,194 

Work Schedule Full Time  Part-Time   

Status Regular Position  Temporary Position  Sunset Position  

Wage and Hours Status Non-Exempt  Exempt   

Union Status Union  Non-Union   

 
THA is an equal opportunity employer.  It considers all applicants without regard to race, color, national origin, religion or creed, gender, 

disability, marital status, familial status, age (over 40 years old), sexual orientation and gender identity.  THA will also reasonably 

accommodate individuals with disabilities to allow them to apply or to perform the essential functions of the job.  Applicants needing 

accommodation for a disability should make their request to the HR Department at least 24 hours in advance, if possible. (253) 207-4420.  

Questions, concerns or complaints regarding THA’s application of its nondiscrimination policies should be directed to: Civil Rights 

Compliance Coordinator, 902 South L St, Tacoma, WA 98405; civilrights@tacomahousing.org or 253-682-6212. 

 

1. PURPOSE OF POSITION 

The Business Process Manager supports Tacoma Housing Authority’s (THA’s) strategic and operational 

objectives in the following way:  to coordinate the effective design, documentation, and continuous 

improvement of THA’s business processes.  In addition, the Business Process Manager will effectively 

elicit and lead the support and cooperation of other staff throughout the agency and coordinate the 

training of staff to effectively use those processes. 

In this context, the incumbent in this position will collaborate with others at all levels of the 

organization and with external stakeholders in the consideration of significant goals, concepts, 

initiatives, and other activities that profoundly affect THA, its employees, and the people that it serves. 

The position shall perform all responsibilities in service to THA’s social justice and business mission to 

assist low-income households and other customers, and to do so in ways that aspire to programmatic 

and administrative excellence. 

2. SUPERVISION REQUIRED 

The employee establishes methods and procedures for attaining specific goals and objectives, and 

receives guidance in terms of broad goals.  Only the final results of work are typically reviewed. 

3. ESSENTIAL DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES 

3.1 Agency management  

Managers and Supervisors share responsibilities for implementing agency-wide objectives and 

directives through programs and practices which reflect the Vision Statement and the THA in-

house cultural objectives. Managers are responsible for supporting a "one agency" perspective 

while acting as advocates for their work units. Managers support the Executive Team as they: 

(a) Implement organization-wide goals and cross department projects and objectives; 

(b) Offer input and feedback to long range, strategic and budget planning processes; 

(c) Maintain both a department and an organization-wide perspective when considering 

information, issues and challenges; 
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(d) Model the Agency's service orientation with all public, elected or funding agency 

representatives; 

(e) Conduct business through cross department participation and review, two way 

communication and accountability. 

3.2 Process Assessment 

(a) Acquire a detailed acquaintance of THA’s present business processes and programmatic 

needs.  This will require gathering information from process owners, process users and 

process customers; 

(b) Define requirements and acceptable performance parameters for each process; 

(c) Coordinatereviews, assessments and audits of business process documentation. 

3.3 Process improvement and training 

(a) Design or redesign and continuously improve business processes to make them more 

effective, less duplicative, easier to use for staff, clients and partners, and less expensive 

in money and resources; 

(b) Design a business process to imbed continuous business process improvement into 

THA’s work and help staff give it meaning in their work; 

(c) Devise an effective way to train staff on their use of business processes; 

(d) Assess the effectiveness of a process and offer recommendations for improvement. 

Persuade others to implement new ideas for the benefit of the agency;  

(e) Assist process owners with implementing changes and maintaining quality and 

consistency in current processes;  

(f) Troubleshoot any ad hoc process or quality issues that arise and provide ongoing 

support to departments in need of assistance; 

(g) Apply and integrate current strategic initiatives into process improvement activities. 

3.4 Process documentation  

(a) Create or recreate effective on-line and paper documentation of business processes so 

they are easy to understand, use and modify.  This effort will use appropriate 

visualizations.  

(b) Support the development of process standards, guidelines, methods and tools. 

3.5        Employee accountability  

(a) Present a professional image as a representative of THA;  

(b) Maintain a high degree of confidentiality relative to work performed; 

(c) Fulfill all duties and responsibilities with a high level of integrity, honesty and 

adherence to agency policies and rules; 

(d) Establish and maintain effective professional working relationships with co-workers, 

management, partner agencies and the community.  

3.6  Diversity 

THA’s staff, its clients, and the staff of community partners are diverse in many ways, including 

diversity by race, national origin, language, sexual orientation, age and disability.  THA 

considers this diversity to be an important asset.  All THA employees must engage diverse 
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people in constructive and effective ways as supervisor, colleague, business partner, and/or 

service provider. 

4. SECONDARY POSITION TASKS 

Perform related duties and responsibilities as assigned. 

5. POSITION REQUIREMENTS AND QUALIFICATIONS 

5.1 Educational level and experience 

(a) Bachelor’s degree with major course work in liberal arts, business or public 

administration, or a related field;  

(b) Four+ years’ experience in progressively responsible professional process improvement 

position with technical writing/editing experience;  

(c) Proven experience in facilitating business modeling and process re-engineering 

workshops plus experience utilizing business workflow modeling and simulation tools. 

Or: In place of the above requirements, the incumbent may possess a combination of relevant 

education and experience that would demonstrate the individual's knowledge, skill, and ability 

to perform the essential duties and responsibilities listed above. 

5.2 Knowledge, skills and abilities 

Possess or acquire and maintain a high level of expertise in the current and evolving principles 

and practices in the following areas: 

(a) Able to effectively communicate (oral & written) highly technical information; 

(b) In-depth knowledge of applicable data privacy practices and laws; 

(c) Knowledge of latest standards and techniques for modeling current state and desired 

business processes; 

(d) Ability to work with process owners and process participants to identify potential 

process improvements;  

(e) Ability to work with the appropriate people to gather and consolidate data into 

information that is useful for understanding, describing and improving business 

processes. This includes trend analysis and basic statistics;  

(f) Business process improvement disciplines of Waterfall, Lean and Agile expertise; 

certifications a plus; 

(g) Basic understanding and experience with the project management lifecycle and 

deliverables;  

(h) Strong expertise with Visio, Word, Excel, Access, Power Point and Outlook; 

(i) Demonstrate an ability to get along with others effectively; to lead and inspire, to build 

teams and manage conflict; to participate as a team member; and to give and accept 

criticism constructively; 

(j) Write clearly and informatively; edit work for spelling and grammar; able to read, write 

and interpret documents of a technical nature; 

(k) Able to analyze problems, identify alternative solutions, project consequences of 

proposed actions and implement recommendations in support of goals; 

(l) Can attend to highly detailed work accurately and efficiently; able to organize and work 

independently in an environment of frequent interruptions; 
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(m) High level ability to plan projects effectively, manage their timely implementation and 

effectively use the agency’s other management tools; 

(n) Have a high regard and ability to meet schedules and time lines; demonstrate excellent 

ability to work independently with little direction;   

(o) Ability to engage a wide variety of people with a high level of professionalism, 

courtesy and good humor, including culturally, socially and economically diverse 

populations, seniors, persons with disabilities, contractors, and professional colleagues; 

(p) Show a strong commitment to maintain confidentiality in all assignments as directed; 

(q) Share THA’s social justice mission to serve low-income persons and to provide service 

in a way that aspires to standards of administrative and programmatic excellence. 

5.3 Certification/Registrations 

(a) Depending upon assignment a WA driver’s license with acceptable driving record and 

auto insurance may be required; 

(b) Depending upon assignment a certification in area of specialization may be required.  

6. PHYSICAL DEMANDS AND WORK ENVIRONMENT 

The physical demands and work environment characteristics described here are representative of those 

that an employee must handle to successfully perform the essential functions of this job.  The job’s 

activities occur primarily in indoor office settings: 

(a) Occasional standing, walking, sitting, using hands to finger, handle, or feel objects, 

tools or controls; reaching with hands and arms; climbing stairs; balancing; stooping, 

kneeling, crouching or crawling; talking or hearing; occasionally lifting and/or moving 

up to 25 pounds; 

(b) Close vision, distance vision, peripheral vision, depth perception, and the ability to 

adjust focus; 

(c) While performing the duties of this job, the employee is exposed to weather conditions 

prevalent at the time; 

(d) The noise level in the work environment is usually moderate.  

 

 

7. EMPLOYEE ACKNOWLEDGEMENT  

I have read and understand this job description.  

 

_______________________________ 

Signature  

______________________________ 

Date  

Note: 

The above job description is not comprehensive.  The job responsibilities may include other duties.  This job 

description also does not constitute an employment agreement between THA and the employee.  THA may 

change the job duties as it determines to be necessary or useful to meet its needs. 


